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scientific theories on this point. Scientific theories as to length

of time consumed in the creation of the universe may be right or may

be wrong. The Bible does not say anything about the time. There are

many other things about creation which can be very definitely learned

from Genesis 1, but the length of
tire

involved in it cannot be

gathered from this chapter
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T? I t possible that he word?-evening and mornin here are

used not in a literal s but in a figurative sense.

The so-called spiritualiz zion of prophecy is a very ernicious
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tendency. If we Wake everytii: g inAthe Old Testament syrn olic and

figurative -it to be a w tness to anything. I have constantly

stressed thi in my classes. A few years ago I found that the result

of my stress to le d
syme

student to e opposite

extreme an o i4&t that I that everyt1th4n the Scripture )

raLlite 'J~Jjuch con ion would, of cour , be

absurd -ta-k-9--the--vords in exactly the sense in which they

intended. If a word has more than one sense in Scripture, we

must w iust see which sense fits the particular context. If we cannot be

sure, then we can be sure that it is one of them, and we have an area '

'7A, of meaning of which we can be certain, but we tnay not know as to the
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